
   
 

Bristol Zoo Field Conservation & Science Sandwich Placement: 

Field Conservation and Science Department at Bristol Zoological Society is a busy research and 
teaching department. We teach and supervise students on foundation courses, undergraduate 
degrees, MSc and PhDs.  The team also has their own research interests and frequently publish/ 
speak at international conferences on their area of expertise; including conservation biology, 
primatology, anthropology, evolutionary biology, captive management and welfare, and animal 
behaviour.     

During a placement in Field Conservation and Science, students are expected to take responsibility 
for a particular research project or similar activity.  Students will be given the opportunity to develop 
their practical skills, to relate their academic abilities to the needs of an employer, and learn how a 
conservation organisation operates.    

Summary: 

Assist the Conservation Science team with small scale research projects within the department; this 
could include data collection, analysis and/ or writing reports.  Students may also aid the 
department in other tasks related to our work such as assisting with the annual research symposium 
or lending a hand for our Behaviour Change campaigns. 

Students will also be expected to use the opportunity to use their time in Conservation Science to 
focus on a specific area of research relevant to your chosen degree course.  

Duties and responsibilities may include, but are not limited to: 

• Research  
• Helping with our events (campaigns and/or research symposium) 
• Assisting with the editing of in-house journals and reports 
• Assisting with administrative tasks 

Skills/qualifications 

• Need to be a student on a related degree course 
• Strong interest in research in conservation and/ or animal welfare 
• Dedication, hard work and passion to learn are most important 
• Happy to work independently 

Term commitment 

This sandwich placement will begin in September 2020. It is expected that the student will remain in 
post for at least 9 months. 

If you are interested, please send a CV and covering letter to research@bristolzoo.org.uk. The 
application deadline is the 21st of November 2019 with interviews during December 2019. 
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Please note that as we are a charity, we cannot offer paid placements or accommodation.  Please 
ensure that you are able to fund yourself during this period. 


